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with any intention of self-praise, but rather in order
to draw from it, lessons for the future.
7. There is nQ denying thefactthatweareJiving~cin;~ .
an age w~enmajor questions are in the last resort
settled by t4~ ,.great Powers. That is the precise reason
for the importance of the United Nations to tbe .smaller
c()untries. Without. this Organization,. it might well be
wondered what part the' smaller States had to play•
8. I think:that the first ten years of the tTnited Nations
has 'cleadyshowunot only its importance 'to these
States, but, also the importance, of the contribution of
these States to the· Organization. The Minister 'for
Foreign Affairs of Yugoslavia, gave fitting' expression
to .that, idea the other day, [522nd meeting], ,wben ,he
said that those nations did ,not fit into any of the old
and rigidpattems and for that reason were all the t>ettei
adapted, for membership in' a universal' body like the
United Nations. :Moreover, he, said" they were directly
interested in 'respect ,for the democratic' principles set
forth in the Charter, disregard, of ,which, would m~ke

their participation in international life infinitely more
difficult., -
9. During these.first ten years, the Orgal1i~ation,has
acted less often through the Security Council, which is .
the organ of •the great Powers, than through the General
Assembly itself"where ,the united will of, the smaller
States is law.~/rhe fact that our Or~nization was able
to adopt me¥"su~es to restore peace in Korea, for exam"
pIe, was due "0, a decision of the General Assembly
[resolution 711, (VII)], not of, the Security Council. .
10., S~nce the establisbment of the United Nations, the
world has seen the birth of a large, number of, new
States which have become respected, Members of our
Organization, and the emergence "of other new States,
such as Libya and Jordan, which ought also to be .
Members, but which are not yet so because theiradmis
sion depends not on the, smaller States but on ,the
Security Council. All this movement to)Vards inde
pendence has been assisted, by the "unitea opinion. of
the s~aller States of the world, repres~nted'in this
Assembly.
11. Similarly, the movement on behalf of the right"of
peoples to, self-determination has been largely promoted
by ,those States. It should be're.membered that for some
years~owtheGeneralAssembly has been showing eve!'
gr~terconcern for the implementati0rl0f thisprinciplt;., /
As has.often been stated, here, it is only natura] ,that. die \,\
small States, which have st1ife1'ed ,so mucbin order to
preserve their independence, shouIa be concerned with
the need toenf()rce world-wide respect for'.this' exalted
principle, set forth, in Article 1 of the Charter. ',

12. ,Tbis collabotation 'in the .achievementof·'.liberal
purposes and principles 'bas in ,.the course of ,years
created' close ties between 'many Members. If countries
of. diff~1'ent races, religions' and traditions were able ,to
meet at Bandung and to show the world their unity of
opinion and purpose; it was in part due. "to their common
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1. Mr. AKLILOU (Ethiopia) (translated from
Fren~h) :On behalf. of the Ethiopian delegation, I
should like to offer congratu\ations to Mr. Maza, repre
sentative of Chile, on bis ,unanimous election, ,as
President of thi$ Assembly. Chile has long enjoyed a
great' ,reputation in the United Nations. It has always
done its utmost to,bring ,about the realization of the
highest' aims of the peoples represented in this body.
2. The United,' Nations has just celebrated its tenth
anniversary. Experience has always shown that the
early years of"life, either in a human being or an orga
nization,arethe most difficult. Furthennore,it is during
that period that the course is set for 'later years.
3. No one could maintain that the early years Of our
Organization 'have, not been extremely' difficult. Its
primary responsibility is undeniably the maintenance of
international peace ,and security, but how often has it
found itself in difficult situations as it has tried<to dis
charge 'that function! 'We need only recall SORle of the
items on tJ:te agenda', of previous sessions, for instance,
item 72 on ~heagenda of the seventh sessionl! and item
73 on the agenda of the eighth session, On measures to
avert the t\treat'of a new wodd war.
4. The y~ry atmosphere in which ourdeb~tes are
proceeding today is evidence ,of the extent to whi,ch it
has been possible to realize .that hope of the eighth
session. So we can" be proud of the, work, which the
Organization has ddne in its early years. All the small
States should be thankful to the great Powers to which
we owe this ,fortunate relaxation of, tension.

5., ,.PresidentEisenhower ..as been .~nd ,stUI ,is one of
tho.se ." primarily, responsible for bringirigit about." We
Usten daily ~o the reports ,on his progress. Onbebalf

,of.·niy·delegation, I wish ,,him a speedy recovery.
6. Tbesmaller States ,have certainly also contributed .
to, this, result bytbeir 'work in the United Nations. As
the representative of a small State, I shall ventUre to
give some account of the contribution, made by tbe small
States to the achievements of the Organization-not
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labours in this Assembly, labours which had already
laid enduringfound~tions for co-operation.
13. Today, the expression "Middle East" has taken
on its true. meaning - the link between the Eastern and
Western worl~s. For instance, Ethiopia, which belongs
at once to Africa and the Middle East~ is bound to
Yugoslavia, a European Power, by ties of friendship
and mutual understanding, upon which" continued co
operation in this Assembly has set the seal.
14. So the history of the first ten years ofthis Organi
zation gives us many· causes for satisfaction, together
witQ\1sefulguidanc~ i~the fieldsWJJ~~~ ~los~r,~p.<i plore
effective co-operation should be promoted during the
stage upon which we are now entering.
15. In the future, as in the past, one of the most
important of these' fields for co-operation will be the
right of peoples to self-determination. In that connexion,
we must continually bear in mind the very pertinent
cOJr.."ilent made some days ago by the representative of
IQdia [S30th meeting, para. 137], to the effect that on
t~tquestion only the wishes of the people concerned
cou~t.

16. ··Ethiopia, which has fought in defence of· that prin
ciple, has. had practical experience of its application in
the case of Eritrea. The General Assembly, which, under
the Treaty of Peace with Italy, was competent to make
recommendations concerning that Territory, reaffirmed
that principle.by declaring that,any solution must first
of all be,approved by the two populations concerned, the
Ethiopian" and the Eritrean.. \

17. In conformity with this policy, which consists in
the "promotion throughout the world of independence
and the right of peoples to self-determination, our
Organization must in future "redouble its efforts to
furnish assistance to the under-developed countries. It
is known that m;my of the countries represented here
stand in need' of such·assistance, and that, only a few
days ago, the representative of one of the countries
considered as one of the most socially advanced stated
here that in some ways his country was under~developed.

The eloquent and moving appeal of the repr~~sentative

of Ecuador [S1.9th meeting] for the development of the
programme of technical assistance, an appeal which
found an echo in the hearts of many other tepresen
tatives here present, will also be remembered.
18. Another field where co-operation between States
should be further increased" is .that of measures of
enfor.cement. If we, the smaller States, are el1\titled to
ask for technical assistance from the Organizatl\on, it is
only fair that we should be prepared to accept all the
responsibilities imposed on us by the Charter. From
that point of view, Ethiopia is conscious of having dis
charged its responsibilities, despite considerable 9bs
tac1es and difficultie~. So the Ethiopian delegation would
support the observations made by the Ministe:t for
Foreign. Affairs of Egypt [S18th meeting] concerning
the implementation of the provisions of Article 43 of
the Charter. '
19. Anot~~r subject of future concern should be
assistance to the refugees driven from their homes by
the unfortunate ~ents i~ ~alestine. :rhel have suffer.ed
too long.' Followmgon Its mterventloDln the Palestme
question, it is the duty, of our Organization to take active
steps to solve this heart-rending human problem.
20. Future co-operation between Member States with
a view to the maximum developlQent of the Organiza-

tion's activities inevitably raises the "question of t& '
review of the Charter, provided for in Article 109.
21. I know that convincing argum~nts can be D'.rt
forWard both for and against the convening of a cOn
ference for such a review at this time. My dieiegation
thinks that such a conference would be valua,ble. Fur
ther, the mere fact that the Cc~£p."f'.nce is convened does
not 'necessarily mean that any given points in the
Charter will be revised. Any decision on the problems
of revision, or even on the very question of whether
the Charter should be revised, might be discussed and"

.~ken b)1' the conference itself. M!, delegation will, how
ever, confine itself to drawing attention to two points,
which have in the past given us all trouble and call for
special consideration by the conference, i.e., the ques
tion of the admission of new Members and the definition
of .national jurisdiction.
22. With regard to the admission of new Members,
my delegation· thinks it inadmissible that, ten years
af'~er the establishment of the Organization, there should
still be one-third of the States of the world, most of
them smaller States, outside the United Nations. It is
irtadmissible, for instance, that countries like Italy,
A!lstria, Libya, Jordan, Japan, Ceylonand Finland
shquld still not be .Members. I am in no way trying to '
contest the strength of the. political motives which have
led any of the great Powers to oppose the admission of
certain small States. But I would like to point out that,

.for the small States, the only question which arises is
whether or not a given State fulfils 'the requirements
laid down in the Charter. Unless the Charter is amended
on that important point, we" lear· that the Organization
will always be deadlocked and its efficiency gravely
reduced through the absence of many important
countries.
23. I now corne to the second quest,ion. There is no

... question which is discussed more regularly, and with
more bitterness than that raised by Article 2, para
graph 7, of the Charter. I do not intend to start a debate
on the substance of the problem, or to embark on a
discussion of the question of the relationship between
Article 2, paragraph 7, and ArticJes 55 and 56. What
I do want to say is that the scope and the gravity of
our debates on that supremely important question are
such that the problem will call for detailed study from
the future conference. It is doubtless owing to those
difficulties that" the Secret.ary-General,speaking on 15
September 19~5at the Association of the Bar of the
City of. New Yo'!"k, said: "We must bear in mind the
importance of respecting the proper boundaries between
international and national jurisdiction, and of avoiding
needless tasks and prohibitions imposed in the interests
of uniformity".
24. I thirik that the present welcome relaxation of
tension in international relations affords us the oppor
tunity to impart, in an atmosphere of calm and c0
operation, a more useful and specific form to the instru
ment by which all our debates must be guided.
25. By reason of its many achievements, particularly
in the realm of the maintenance of international peace
and security, the United Nations has cause to. be proud
of the first stage of its existence. Ethiopia expresses its
sincere hope that the period of relaxed tension noW
opening will mark still further progress, not only in
this field, but, in the fine language of the Charter, in the
establishment of conditions under which "justice and
respect for the obligations arising from treaties and
other sources of international law can be maintained".

•



Charter. This report reads inof the United Nations
part as follows:

"The Sub-Committee notes' that amendments to
. the Charter can be adopted at any time, not merely
at a review conference. Furthermore, the process to
be followed in either case is substantially the .same.
It is no easier to amend the Charter at a review con
ference than at any other time under the regular
amending process contained in Article 108."

33. If I may then say a few words about the motives
for a review conference, my impression is that the
attention. focuses upon the question of the veto. Now
it' is common knowledge that all thepermanent·members
of the Security Council support the veto rule as regards
questions of vital interest. I quote' again from the
report of the Sub-Committee just mentioned, .which
presumably represents a wide..:spread opinion in the
United. States Senate:

"The United States, asa permanent member of the
Security Council, therefore, cannot be bound by any
Charter· amendment unless it is 'acceptable to' ··the
President of the United States and .approved by a
two-thirds vote of the Senate. The Sub-Committee
believes that these· requirements provide-adequate
safeguards against any amendment to. the Charter,
not compatible with the interests of the·United States,
which might originate at a review conference."

The. veto right is thus labelled an adequate safegUard
against such amendlTlents\ to tpe Charter as would not
be acceptab~e from theUnited:?taj~e~/point ofvie~~
34. Expenence has shown that'! the veto has been
frequentlYltsed when· applications for membership have
been dealt with. As my personal opinion, I would say
that it would have been preferable that the General
Assembly alone should decide on the admission of new
Members. Now, however, we have the rule that the
Security Council's opinion is required, and that the
concurring votes of the permanent members of the
Council are necessary for a positive decision. Th~s the
admission of new Members has hitherto been ex;tremely
difficult. By all appearances, however, the principle of
universality will soon be accepted, and applied in
practice. It may even be assumed that most of the States
which still remain outside the United Nations will have
been admitted· to·. the Organization before a review
conference has had time to meet. The question o~ the
veto in the Security Council in so far as the, admission
of new· Members is concerned will then have lost its
practical importance., . - .
35. It is easy to mention other stipulation.s of the
Charter which my Governme~t would wish to have
framed in a more satisfa.ctory way. We feel~ for instance,
that the right of veto Q£ the great Powers is too
extensive, because it applies also to the peaceful"settle
ment of international disputes.
36. But the deficiencies of the Charter should not be
exaggerated. On' the whole,. in existing circumstances,
the Charter .is a good instrument - as 1 had occasion
to state in greater detail. duting a previous general
debate. With. sufficient will. to co-operate, the.present
Charter could function. excellent1y~ On the'other hand,
an increased will!!to co-operate can. be created neither
by amending the Charter nor by calling a review con
ference which adopts proposals that -dQ not stand a
chance of being ratified,
37. I mentioned the International Conference On the
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy. Two impOrtant pi"ob-
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lems in this field will be dealt with at this session of the 1 wonder, however, whether the Sub-Committe\~ could
General Assembly. . not consider publishing the texts of the proposals SO
38. One is the co-ordination of· information relating to far presented, and possibly also of the requests for
the effects of atomic radiation upon human health and clarification put to the sponsors of proposals and the
uafety. The Swedish Government received with great replies of the latter. Such an interim document might,
JJatisfaction the news that the Government of the United if found desirable, provide the basis. for a preliminary
States had asked for the inclusion of this item in the debate in the First COlllmittee of the General .Assembly
agenda. Later, the Government of India put forward and, above .all, would serve the purpose of supplving
a similar request. The problem we have to face is the more ample information to the Gcvernments not repre-
necessity not only of co-ordinating such information as sented on the Sub-Committee and. to the public.
is received from various countries, but also of analysing 44. Such a "white paper" published by the Sub-Corn-
and evaluating the material, as well as of presenting the mittee would be of value also in that it would present
conclusions. in readily accessible form. Considering. in a firmer. basis for public debate in the various Member
particular the concern felt both in sCientific' circ1e~, and States. Both in the United States and in other countries,
among the public in regarc;l to the risks for pe()ple's the view has been maintained, for instance, that a
health, and also from a genetic point of view, it is of the treaty on a general reduction of armaments is an un-
highest importance. that an unprejudiced. scientific attainable goal. It has been said that the United Nations
invfestigation take place as to the effects ,of the radiation -'and the sooner the better - ought to face realities
caused by nuclear explosions/.and abandon the obsolete idea .of general disarmament.
39. The second problem in this field is the establish- In itself, there is naturally no harm in advancing and
ment of a body within the United Nations for the con- discussing such a point of view. But, if I mention it.
sideration of questions relating. to the peaceful use:; of here,' it is because it has been suggested that. this point
atomic energy. 1 share the opinion expressed in this of view has found a certain support in the Sub-Corn-
debate by the representative of Yugoslavia [S22nd rilittee. Presumably this rumour is without foundation.
meeting1, who emphasized that this body ought to be I refer to Mr. Dulles' emphatic declaration in his speech
closely attached to the United Nations. Only in that the other day [S18th meeting] that the United States
way will the General Assembly have the. necessary of America maintains as a goal a general agreement on
assurance that it will be able to keep the work of such" a disarmament. But the opinions just mentioned might
body under continuous observance. This is of impor- contribute to creating confusion in the public debate.
tance because, for instance, of possible conflicting 45. Should we really separate with' the explanation
interests between producers and consumers. It is that after. ten years of. investigations and debates the
desirable that the General Assembly, which represents problem has been found insoluble? Our generation has
all the Member States, should be given the opportunity solved the problem of constructing the atomic. bomb.
in ~uch cases to issue the necessary directives. How could we accept to capitulate before the difficulties
40. Finally, a few .·words on disarmament., Public we have to face when trying to control man's use of the f

opinion in the world is aware that the positions taken bomb? I do not believe that such a defeatist attitude
on this question by the various Governments are on the ,towards the problem of disarmament is politically
move. The Sub-Committee of the Disannament Com- possible.' .
mission is· at present fully occupied. The four great 46. Mr. ALl (Pakistan): The Pakistan delegation ,
Powers represented on the Sub-Committee have all views with profound .regret and concern the absence
contributed fresh approaches or new ideas. of the French delegation from the General Assembly.
41. The Soviet Union submitted certain interesting We express hope for its return. Without the full parti-
proposals on 10 May 1955 [A/2979]. At the Usummit" cipation of France· in ~Lll the organs of the United
conference at Geneva, the President of the United Nations, this Organization will, we feel, be greatly
States, Mr. Eisenhower, presented his remarkable plan handicapped in fulfilling its purposes. France, we
[DC/71, annes 17] for protection against surprise sincerely believe, has a great contribution to make in
attacks. May I, in this·connexion, express my sincere this forum to the peace, security and progress of
hope. for the President's speedy recovery from his illness mankind. .
and emphasize the importance of his being able to 47. This year, we are meeting in a more harmonious
continue his efforts aimhjg at the realization of the bold political climate than tl1at which prevailed at many of
"Eisenhower plan". Sh- Anthony Eden, Prime Minister our previous sessions. It is indeed encouraging that the
of the United Kingdom, presented :his proposal four-Power Conference at Geneva should have brought
[DC/71, annes 19] for regional agreements on the about a definite measure of relaxation in international
establishment of a continental zone in which armaments tension. We hope aD:d pray that this new spirit of con-
would be limited and subject to international supervision ciliation will extend to all nations and to all questions.
and control. The Prime ~1inister ofFrance, Mr. Faure, 48. The United Nations can contribute significantly
put forward proposals [DC/71, annes 16] for the to this spirit of Geneva. Through our actions, this spirit
limitation of defence budgets and for the use of savings may be endowed with substance and become an enduring
on defence appropriations for assistance to under- reality. Let us be determined that it should permeate
developed countries. our deliberations ()fi every issue, however much our
42. In recent years,. we have grown 'accustomed toa points of view may differ. The application of this spirit
permanent deadlock in the disarmament debate. This can make this world forum in fact, as it is in name and
deadlock has at last been broken and the positions have purpose, an effective instrument for the achievement of
drawn closer to each otber. peace and amity among the nations of the world.
43. It ha~ been generally assumed that a report on 49. Within the next few weeks, the Foreign Ministers
the disarmament question would not be submitted to of the United States, the United Kingdom, France and
th~ General Assembly until the latter part of this session. the Soviet Union will meet at Geneva to, consider out-
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standing questions which have disturbed international and the Pacific Charter should dispel any lingering
relations during the last decade. Disarmament, the doubts. I quote from the preamble:
reunification of Germany, the security of Europe, ,the "The parties to this Treaty,
threat of international political subversion and other "
grave issues still await solution. The outcome of these "R~ffirming that, in accordance with the Charter
efforts will be of the greate..:,t importance to all of us, f . h 1d h .• 1 f
for we have a vital interest in the removal of causes 0 the United NatIOns, ,t ey uphol te prlDclp eo,
which.might spark a third world war, and in the attain- equal rights and self-determination of peopIes,and

declaringthat they will earnestly stdve by every
ment of a just and enduring peace. peaceful means to promote self-go',ernment and
50. A great deal has already been said about the stark secure the independence of all countrief! whose peoples
and simple choice which confronts the United Nations desire it and are able to undertake its responsibilities,
in the nuclear age. If the' present race in armaments, in desiring to strengthen the fabric of peace and freedom
the manufacture and stockpiling of atomic and thermo- and to uphold the principles of qemocracy,incUvidual
nuclear weapons, continues unChecked, we may well liberty and the rule of law, and to promote the
pass the point of no return, ito a war of annihilation in economic well-being and development of all peoples
which will 'perish man and all, his works. There will be . th t ty "10 e rea area ..• .
no victor and no vanquished, no consummation of the The Pacific Charter reiterates these provisions of the
ends of national greatness, ~:ain. or power. preamble to the Treaty and further proclaims that, "to
51. The dawn of the nuc1~r age demands a radical be ,worthy and effective", common action to maintain
reorientation of our outlook and a transvaluation of peace and security in South-East Asia, and the, South-
national and international values if good is to,triumph West Pacific "must be inspired by the highest principles
ove:: .evil and life over death. The disarmament question of justice and liberty".
must, therefore, be given the foremost priority ,by the 56. 'The people. of Pakistan have known centuries of
Powers represented on thf~ S1;1b-Committee of the Dis- colonial rule. It is unthinkable that ,they would ,support
armament Commission. any kind of arrangeme.nt which, directly or indirectly,
52. The Pakistan delegatllon was profoundly impressed might be exploited for the purpose of enslaving other
by President Eisenhower':; offer to exchange with the peoples. If Pakistan had imagined for a moment that
Soviet Union information on the military establishments the Manila Treaty could be perverted. to serve such
of the two countries and fatcilities for unrestricted aerial ends, it would never have signed the Treaty, nor would
reconnaissance over their respective territories. In our it have become a party had not the pledge to uphold
view, this is an unmistakable demonstration of the fact the principle of equal rights and self-determination of
that the United States harbours no aggressive inten- peoples. been solemnly proclaimed ~~.1 the Pacific Charter
tions against the Soviet Union. We express the hope and written into the preamble to t1,le Treaty. Our stand
that the current negotiatioll1S will lead to the acceptance on such questions in the U:rtited Nations and elsewhere
of President Eisenhower's offer as the first great step is a matter of record and 'Opel.1 to the scrutiny of the
forward in the progressive achievement of disarmament world.
under a system of effectivc~ international inspection and 57. The charge that pacts for regional defence consti-
control. tute a direct danger to thf,~ security of other States is

'53. My delegation welcomes the initiative of. the Prime one with which the worM has be'~ome familiar. Its
Minister of France in proposing that the savings repetition does not enhance its validity. It may not be
resulting from a reduction in armaments should be altogether irrelevant to point out in this connexion that
earmarked for the purpose of assisting the under- there has been in existence, since 1950,a treaty of
developed countries in strengthening their economies. friendship,alliance and mutual assistance between the
Nearly two-thirds of the human race are today living Soviet Union and the People's Republic of China. The
on the margin of subsistenc:e and are a prey to unavoid- Soviet Union has also concluded a.greements in the
able disease and ignorance. The diversion of resources nature of military alliances with the Commut:1,!st coun-
from the production of weapons for man's destruction tries of Eastern Europe, and these nations are also
to his economic betterment would, in a great measure, linked to one another by a series of bilateral agree-
enable this major segment of humanity to achieve that lllents; the whole constituting a regional military com-
social progress and those better standards of life in bine of great potency.
larger freedom which ar,e among the goals of our 58. The Manila Treaty threatens no nation and no
Charter. Improving the lot 6f these people will benefit people. It is not a treaty of aggression, but purely one
all mankind. It will proVEl the wisest collective invest- of self-defence. It is based on the inherent right of
ment ever Dlade.A city t'hat is two-thirds slum is not every State to individual and col~ective self-defence
a healthy city economically, culturally, socially or under the rules of general international law recognized
politically, and this is eql.tally true of the world com- in Article 51 of the Charter of th~:! United Nations.

munity. 59. At the Bandung Conference, i!_~et with the Prime
54. The Chairman of the Soviet Union delegation, Minister of the People's Republic-ot China,. Mr. Chott
Mr. Molotov, affirmed, in the course of his address to En-lat As a result of our talks, I believe t..11athe was
this Assembly on 23 Se,1ptember [520thmeeting1,. that convinced that Pakistan had joined the Manila Treaty
regional security arrangements, like the South-East not with any aggr*ive intention against the P~1e"
Asia Collective Security Trtaty, constituted a direct Republic of China, but to safeguard the secunty of
~er to the security of the ~ples of Asia and the South-East Asia.. The cotMKtfniqUff issued at the COn-
Far East and to their national independence. elusion of the Conference,. by unanimous agreement.,of
SS. Such fears are totally baseless. There is eertainly all the twenty-nine· participating States, including the
nothing in the Manila Treaty to justify any such appre- People's Republic of China, expressly recognizes the
hensions. A refetence to the preamble to the Tr~ty right of each nation to defend itself, singly or collectively.
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60. The two parts of Pakistan are divided by over need for more adequate representation of Asian and 
1,000 miles of foreign territory. Pakistan has common African nations in the non-permanent seats of the 
frontiers with Iran, Afghanistan and the People's Security Council, in conformity with the principle of 
Republic of China, and also with India and Burma. We equitable geographical representation. 
have thus a vital interest in the securitv of both the 67. For many years, a number of nations which fully 
Middle East and South-East Asia. He~ce our parti- satisfy the tests for membership set forth in the Charter 
cipation in the Manila Treaty and the Bandung have been seeking admission to this Organization, but 
resolutions. unfortunately in vain. The Bandung Conference. cal!ed 
61. . In Bandung, last April, twenty-nine Asfan and upon the Security Council to support the apphcat10n 
African nations met in conference to promote world for admission of all those States which qualified for 
peace and co-operation and also to consider certain membership under the terms of the Charter, a_nd sp~ci-
political, economic and social problems of common fically the following Asian and African countries ,~hich 
interest. The sponsors of the conference were the so qualified: Cambodia, Ceylon, Japan, Jord_an, Libya, 
Colombo Powers, namely, Burma, Ceylon, India, Indo- Nepal and a unified Viet-Nam. My delegation, the:e-
nesia and Pakistan. Prior to the conference, there was fore, trusts that the Security Council will spee~ily 
a certain degree of anxiety in some parts of the world recommend their admission, except in the case of Viet-
as to the possible outcome of a meeting of so many Nam, which still awaits unification. 
nations which only a few years before had been subject 68. With reference to the question of the composition 
to colonial domination. It was apprehended that the of the Security Council, the final communique of the 
conference might set itself apart from the United Bandung Conference provides as follows: 
Nations and so detract from the prestige and moral "The Conference considered that the representation 
authority of that Organization. What was the actual of the countries of the Asian-African region on the 
result? Bandung belied those fears while exceeding the Security Council, in relation to the p~nciple of 
hopes of its sponsors. By demonstrating unanimous equitable geographical distribution, was 11:iad~qu~te. 
allegiance to the purposes and principles of the Charter, It expressed the view that, as regards the d1stnbu~10n 
and endorsing recommendations of its various organs, of the non-permanent seats, the Asian and ~fncan 
Bandung enhanced the prestige and moral authority of countries which, under the arrangement . arrived at 
the United Nations. in London in 1946 were precluded from bemg elected, 
62. Bandung is an event in history, both in itself and should be enablel to serve on the Security Council, 
for that which it achieved. Never before had so many so that they might make a more effective contribution 
countries of Asia and Africa come together in such a to the maintenance of international peace and 
conclave. As many as thirteen of them had achieved security." 
their independence since the Second World War, and 69. We are all aware that, under the understanding 
no fewer than fourteen were members of the great com- reached in London in 1946, the countries of South-
munity of Islam. In area they comprised one-fourth of East Asia and the Far East, comprising a vast land 
the land surface of the globe, and in population over mass and inhabited by over 700 million people, are not 
half of mankind. adequately represented on the Security Council, for 
63. Apart from the unanimous recommendations countries of this region which are members of t~e 
which emerged from the week-long deliberations of the United Nations can hardly hope to be elected to this 
twenty-nine nations, the Bandung Conference con- principal organ. Applications for admission £roll? a 
tributed in no mean measure to the easing of tension in number of other countries of the region are now pendmg. 
the Far East and to the promotion of greater under- When admitted these countries also will be precluded 
standing and goodwill among the nations of two from serving on'the Council. This situation is inequitable 
continents. and needs early rectification through amendment of the 
64. One of the problems which is of special and conti- relevant provisions of the Charter. 
nuing concern to the peoples of Asia and Africa is the 70. At this session, we are required to take a decision 
struggle of dependent peoples for freedom. The Bandung whether a general conference of the Member States of 
Conference agreed in declaring that colonialism, in all the United Nations should be convened for the purpose 
its manifestations, was an evil which should be speedily of reviewing the Charter. The Pakistan dele~ation does 
and peacefully brought to an end. The Bandung not believe that the Charter is a perfect mstrument. 
Conference called for a change in the status quo in the There is, for example, the right of veto, which militates 
relations between the subject peoples and their rulers. against the concept of the sovereign equali.ty of S~tes, 
65. In a recent address to the American Bar Asso- one of the fundamental principles of the.Umted Nat10n.s. 
ciation, President Eisenhower touched upon a similar But what is even more to be deplored 1s the manner m 
theme, namely, the need for a change in the status quo which this prerogative has been exercised i~ the history 
in regard to captive peoples. There could be no true of the Organization. On the other han~, it would be 
peace, he affirmed, if it involved the acceptance of such unrealistic to believe that the ills which beset the 
injustices. There must be a change, for change was a Organization can be cured by merely altering its consti-
law of life, and unless there was peaceful change there tution. The causes of the malaise lie much deeper. Also, 
was bound· to be violent change. Is not this law my delegation cannot but give expressioi; to its s~nse of 
applicable in all its fullness to the relations between the disappointment at the failur~ of the _Dmted Nations to 
dependent peoples and those who exercise dominion implement its own resolutions relatmg to ~rave prob-
over them? lems affecting international peace and security. 
66. At this stage, my delegation considers it appro- 71. Until the basic antagonism betwee~ East an1 West 
priate to commend for the consideration of the General is removed, we cannot expect the Umte~ N:itions to 
Assembly two specific recommendations of the Bandung become that potent instrument for the mamtamence of 
Conference. The first relates to the admission of new international peace and security whic? the .authors of the 
Members to the United Nations, and the second to the Charter intended it to be. Alterations m the funda-
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'~tal'provisions of the Charter must therefore ,await the ability ofthisOrgarrlzationto!assist in solving inter-
a more favourable international climate. Nevertheless, national problems and improving world conditions.
'my delegation believes that amendm~nts to the Charter Several developments haye' taken place since the last
designed to eliminate the power. of veto in connexion session" which have resulted in reducing world tensions
with the admission of neVj Me~bers, and to enlarge the and creating a favourable climate for dispelling fears
'non..permanent membership of the Security Council so and suspicion and encouraging mutual trust and '.' con..
:as to give more adequate. representation to certain fidence. This, we believe, will enable the· United, Nations
,regions in Asia and Africa, should be g~ven urgent to work in greater harmony and with more efficacy.
,consideration. We trust. that a~empts in this direction .
,.wiU not be frustrated by a resort to the veto. SO. . I shall.not enUmerate all the .events .which seem

, to have affected.. so. favourably the. currents of inter-
't2/We would not, however, favour any increase in . 1 r£ . b f ha
'tb'e num.ber of permanent s.eats, for here it is n.ot a. nabona" I e. Manyrepresentatlves eoreme ve
· dwelt abundantly on that matter.! However, I feel!it
question of a principle of the United Nations which.is o.p.portune to. reca.11 at le.ast, the Geneva. Comer~nce,
:involved, namely, equitable geographical distribution of h' h bh th f th fi tf' th' d
'sea'ts,'. but. a. qu.estion 'of do,ubtful fact,. the. r.et..ognitio.. n of w IC.. roug t toge •. er or, e. rs. Ime.slnce .... e en .

. .' of the Second World War the responSIble Heads of
great Power status. Enlargement of the number of Government of the four big Powers in whose hands,
:permanent seats would result. not only ina further primarily, lies the responsibility of promoting and safe-
:derogation from the concept of sovereign ~uality, but guarding peace' in the world.' Nor' can we omit men-
would also add to the number of states enjoymg the veto dotting the International Conference on the Peaceful
;power in the Security Council. Uses of Atomic Energy, which proved that this tre-
;73. Considering all the circumstances, my delegation mendous force would be mostly used for the benefit of
finds itself in agreement with the proposal of the Secre.. humanity and the well-being ofll1ankind, dispelling, the
'tary-General that the Assembly. should decide at the fears that it was doomed to serve as an instrument of
present session in favour 6f a review conference, leaving destruction. We also note the Austrian State Treaty
<open for the time being the .questionof'Vrhen it should which has stabilized conditions in that especially delicate
ibe convened [AI2911~ p. XJ). < area where East and West come into contact.
:74. Among the activities of the United Nations are '81! All these events are significant manifestations of
'its technical assistance·programmeS. These have been a new spirit arising in the world. We consider nO less
'most helpful to the under-developed countries in 'Significant the tone used in the speeches made in .this
'providing the technological'skills needed for economic general debate, which is in striking contrast with
:development 'and the' improvement of living conditions the past.
in these areas. ' ,

82. It is in that same spirit, we believe, that another
~75.. In the field of the peaceful uses of atomic energy, important event took place in the<current year, namely,
the Conference of the world's' leading scientists held in the Bandung Conference. Many might have regarded
Geneva last August is a historic landmark. The breaking this Cm~ference' asa purely regional one concerne,d with
,down of the barriers of secrecy which it accomplished purely regional problems, or as anattemp,t· on the part
'and the consequent free interchange of ideas and infor- I
mation which took place was one of the most valuable of the Asian and African countries to group themse, yes
.features of the Conference. The foundation for acce- in opposition to the rest of the world. This impression
'lerated scientific progress in the sphere of atomic energy of the Bandung Conference, in which my country took
has been well and truly laid. It is evident beyond ~ doubt part, is,. in our opinion, completely erroneous.
that a' new industrial revolution, far greater. in scope 83. Actually,. the Bandung Conference was an expres-
than the .one which transformed society in the nine- sion of the desire of the. peoples of Asia and Africa to
teenth century, is in the making, holding forth the participate actively in the solution of problems which

;promise of a more abundant life' for thousands of are of commonconcem to all' nations and, as such, was
:millions of people allover the world.. a new manifestation of the solidarity of mankind. What
'76~ The Conference also contributed to reducing inter- in reality took place at that Conference was a renewed
\national tension, and held out the hope that a shift in endorsement of the principles. and purposes of the
iemphasis from war-like to peaceful utilization of atomic Charter of the United Nations, aimed at reactivating
'power might ·in itself become an important factor in them and giving them anew impetus.
lessening the danger of nuclear war. 84. The. recommendations of this Conference with
77•. The Pakistan delegation is heartened that nego- regard to the right of self-determination of all peoples
'nations are in progress for the creation of an Inter- and nations, universal respect for human rights and
:national Atomic Energy Agency. In order to ensure fundamental freedoms, the abolition of colonialism 'in
that the beneficent activities of the agency encompass all its forms and manifestations, the elimination of racial

iall the principal areas of the world, .an adequate voice iit discrimination, the principles ~eces~ry for'. the m~in~
'the making of its policies and programmes must be tenance of peace, and the unlversaItty of the Unlted
:given to, the countries' of Asia; Africa .and Latin Nations, as well as its recommendations. concenting
·America. specific problem,s such as the Palestine question, the
78. The first decade of the United Nations has had question of Aden and the protectorates, the question of
its measure of achievements and of failures. The.future West Irian and the questions· relating to North Africa
holds bOth, hope and fear. Let us all dedicate ourselves -:-all these ,recommendations were only made 'in an
to the great task of strengthening this Organization. effort to· help the United Nations in its endeavour ,to
consecrated as it is to the eternal values and the highest settle these issues.
·aims of mankind. 85. Furthermore, the. principles of economic and cul-
,79. Mr. KHOUJ;{I (Lebanon): We have gathered tural co-operation established by the Conference show
here this yea.. with renewed hopes and revived faith in clearly that the peoples of Asia and Africa, whUe
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thus be permitted to contribute to the activities of the
Organization. We 'will .favour any proposal by which
this could be achieved, provided it respects the principle
of individual merit laid down in the Charter. This prob
lem is of particular interest to us since there are two
Arab countries - Jordanand Libya -.;.. which are
qualified ·for membership and which we are anxious to
see admitted. We are likewise in favour of the admission
of a number of other States which possess the necessary
qualifications for admission.
91. In the economic field, it is to be hoped that the
new world political situation will favour the intensi
fication of the. activities of the United Nations for the

. development of the under-developed· areas of· the world
and the strengthening of the programme of technical
assistance. We would do well to start thinking of plans
and schemes of development and assistance which could
be implemented with funds made available by a massive
reduction of armaments and with power derived from
atomic energy. The Secretariat of the United Nations
could, in our opinion, play a useful role. in carrying out
the preparatory work to that effect.
92.· We entertain the same hope with rega~d to the
activities of the United Nations in the social and cultural
fields, and in particular in the field of. human rights and
freedom of information. My delegation, which played
an important role in these activities, is convinced that
the drafting of the two covenants on human rights and
of· the conventions .on freedom of information was
delayed because of the de(;ire of many States not to
yield some of the powers which they are eager to keep
in a tense world situation. With the improvement which
has come about in the world situation, a new effort
deployed with a greater degree of sincerity and goodwill
could, we believe, lead to agreement on these documents.

93. Let us now turn our attention to other problems
of less universal character,but by DO means of less
importance. Here again, we believe that the new political
climate should contribute to their early and just
solution.

94. I am thinking, first of all, of the tragic problem of
Palestine, whichcontirtues to be the overriding concern
of the peoples and Governments of the Arab world and
the centre of their preoccupation and worries. We
believe that this Organization will gain in prestige and
authority as its efficacy increases in the improved world
situation. Consequently its decisions and recommenda
tions will bear more weight and command more respect.
At the same time, the stronger feeling of security which
the new world situation brings with· it will result in a
sharper sense of justice and fairness within this
Organization. . .

95. These two factors could lead to the solution of the
Palestine problem if a real, sincere and, determined e~~rt
is made to exert due pressure on the Israel authorities
to abide by the resolutions of the General Assembly and
to respond to the requirements of. justice and fairness.
This 15 the only ground on which. any hopes for the
settlement of a painful and explosive situation in the
Middle East could be built.

96. We had thought that Mr.H~rskjold, in the
valuable report which he has submitted to this Assem~
bly, would not contemplate, as Secretary-Generalof the
United Nations, any other "basis" for the 8Olu~ion of
this problem. We had also hoped that the Secretary
General would fulfil what we consider to be his duty
in recalling that "basis" to those who seem to forget it.

lit 0eaeraI .Allemltlt-TeIlth Se.............., ......_......_----;,---------------'----------------~---_.:::.- __......_----_.....:..._--
undeniably striving to establish closet relations among
themselves, are also· eager to broaden these ties so 'as
to embrace the whole· world. Finally, the Bandung
Co~erencerecognized the.need .. of the world today· for
coexistence, 110t in its· accepted interpretation of peoples
merely living and tolerating the lives of others,· but. in
its real and more profound meaning of the need for
peoples to live together in· a more· intense spiritual and
material intercourse. This is the true meaning of peace;
,it is a positive and constructive reality and not a .mere
negation ()f war.·We believe that this spirit of Bandung
cannot have faiied to contribute to·. the, lessening of
world tensions ,and to the emergence of·th~ spirit under
which we ~re starting our deliberations in this Assembly.
86. All these favourable conditions, which have
brought about this atmosphere of confidence, tolerance,
conciliation and,understanding, will certainly be of great
assistance to the Organization in 'its work. 'But, at the
same time, they also constitute a challenge. It is a
challenge because, in the past, it was always possible
for the. supporters of the ·United Nations to attribute
many of its'weaknesses or deficiencies to the then pre
vailingworld tension.. and unfavourable international
atmosphere. If it is true that present 'conditions are

.. better, it follows that, there will be less justification in
the future for such failures or deficiencies, because the
Organization will be working under the conditions which
were in the minds of its founders when they drew up
the Charter ten years ago. If, in these circumstances,
the Organization should stH! fail·to prove its efficacy,
then it would be logical to btJieve that the weaknesses
stem from the structure of the' Charter itself. .
87. .In this latter case, a r.eview of the .Charter becomes
imperative. The experience gained so far is not a proper
indication of the inadequacy of the Charter to implement
its aims, because· the machinery of the Charter has func
tioned for the most part under adverse conditions. It
appears to us, theref/.~re, that a new chance should be
given to the Organi:toation to function under normal
conditions before considering a review of its Charter.
It should not be . understood from this that we are
opposed to the idea of deciding in principle to hold a
conference to review the Charter. However, we believe
that the date of such a conference should be left open
for a future decision, bea):ing in mind that the Organiza
tion should be given sufficient time in these new and
more favourable conditions to prove it~ efficacy.
88. The duty of the United Nations today is, ther.efore,
to try with a new impulse and a new, approach to solve
the main problems still outstanding, problems whose
s()~t!!!9a migJ!~.have: been hindered in the past. ~y the
existing world tension and the atmosphf~re of distrust
and 'suspicion. . .
89. Foremost among these is the problem of disarma
ment, which has remained static for several years and
which should find a speedy and proper .solution. We
hope that those who are primarily concerned with this
problem will find it. possible to agree on the reduction
of armaments and the prohibition ~ nuclear weapo~s,
including provisions for adequate control, which are in
our view of paramount.importance. '
90. Similarly, the problem of the admission of new
Members should find, under the new prevailing condi
tions, a long-awaited solution. Thi~ Organization i(~, by
its nature intended to be universal, and it cannot devtlop
all its potentialities so long as universality has not been
attained. We believe that all the countries qualified for
membership' should be admitted without delay, and



I must confess, unfortunately, that we have been dis.- growing consciousness as national entities and their
appointed by the views he has expressed on the matter eagerness :to decide by themselves, and in freedom, their
in the introduction to his annual report. The Secretary- own fate and destiny. Therefore the sponsoring States
General sars: realize more clearly than others that repression and the

"It should be one of the principal objectives of the Use of force can only make the situation much worse.
United Nations in the coming year so to influence By bringing these questions to the United Nations, _their
conditions in the area as to create a basis on which aim is only to facilitate the finding of a peaceful solution
the parties may find" it pOssible.to consider a more~ thereto.
lasting settlement" [A/2911" page kiii]. 103. We trust and hope -that France and 'its supporters

.;97. As Secretary-General of the Organization, will view our purposes and intentions in their true
Mr. Hammarskjold could not and should not, I submit, perspective. We are sorry that our action has been
think of any other basis tl~"Ul thee-Jsting resolutions miSUltlderstood by the French delegation, and regret
of the General Assembly. I hope I h~ve not misinter- that ,r]elegation's absence from this Assembly.
preted his words. He may well have intended to mean 104. It is in the same spirit .that the Asian-African
that the "conditions in the area" to be influenced are countries have also requested the inscription of the West
the hearts· and minds of the Israelis; if such is the case, Irian .question on the agenda·of the present session. As
we owe him an apology, but still would wish him to long as the Netherlands authorities refuse to enter into
say it more clearly and unequivocally. negotiations with the Indonesian Government, we feel
98. With regard to the problem of the· Arab refugees, there is no other course we can follow but to ask this
we were heartened to see Mr. Hammarskjold reafDnn Assembly to call for such negotiations. We hope that
with the following words - which he wrote with this will facilitate a just solution of this pl'Qbleni.
sincerity and anxiety - the responsibility of the Orga- 105. Finally, my delegation has constantly joined the
nization and its Member States as to the fate of the Asian-African countries in sponsoring resolutions
refugees: "The fate of the Palestine l'efugeeshas been regarding the questions of the treatment of persons of
far too long upon our conscience" [ibid.]. The respon- Indian origin in the Union of South Africa and of racial .
sibility of the United Nations .to which he refers··con- discrimination in that State. These items are on our
sists, we believe, not only in having created the problem agenda again this year. We hope that the Government
of refugees, but also in having failed to exert the of the Union of South Afdca, having sought· in. vain the
necessary pressure on the Israelis to submit ·to the protection of paragraph 7 .of Article 2 of the Charter,
solution recommended by the General Assembly. will, this. time, put aside this feeble shield. and come
99. We fail, however, to understand the attitude of forward before. the Assembly to discnss with us the
the Secretary-General when, in an effort to find at least substance of ,the .·matter. .I .am convinced that. many
a partial solution to that problem, he thinks only of delegations here-- and my delegation is among them -
the Jordan River project and does not .Jl1ention the appreciate the difficulties which confront the Union of
repatriation of those refugees desiring to return to their South Africa with its manifoldpopulations. We sincerely
homes. We submit that, as Secretary-General of the wish that the South African delegation would•expound
United Nations, Mr. Hammarskjold shouldbave these difficulties before us, and are confident that the
pointed out this principle which was proclaimed and· United Nations will find a fair and just solution to that
has often been reaffirmed by the General Assembly. problem. . .
100. I come now 'to the problem of North Africa. We 106. The improvement which we now witness in the
note with satisfaction the· efforts made· by France in world situation - and which we hope will continue-
finding a solution to the problem of Tunisia and trust will, I trust, have its effects· on the manner in which
that its endeavours to solve the Moroccan problem will the purposes and principlp:sof the Charter are applied.
be crowned witb 'Success. As for the problem of Algeria, It is our deep conviction that all these, and other,
we think that its inscription on the agenda of the present problems could be solved if only the United Nations
session willprepare the ground for a favourable solution. would sincerely abide by the principles and purposes
101. In this connexion, I should like to express the of its Charter, which was established to guide the
hope that the intentions of the Asian-African countries policies of the States and not to serve the egotistical
in requesting the discussion of these North African interests of its Members. We are also sure that the
problems by the United Nations will.be well understood Organization ~ill.fulfil its mission when theseprindples

, and appreciated. This request cannot stem from any and purposes are.no longer applied to suit ~)'ie policies
desire on the part of any of th'efoijrteensponsoring and Interest of this or that State, but, on tne contrary,
Governments to profi~ by the emancipation of, these when: Member States mould their policies on the prin-
countries. Furthermore, none of them has· any interest .ciples of the Charter. .
in creating trouble in Or disturbing the peace of that 107.. Mr. PLATE (Argentina) (translated from
area. Nor is it their intention to antagonize France, for Spanish): Before I begin my statement, I should like
all of them entertain friendly relations with France. first of all to express my delegation's pleasure at the
102. The request stems first and foremost 'from their election as President of· this august Assembly of an
conviction that the peoples of North Africa, whatever eminent public figure from our sister republic of Chile,
their legal status, have the right to self-determination Mr. MaZa. I should also like to express our best wishes
and should enjoy this right for their own benefit, for for the rapid recovery of the President of the United
the, sake of justice and in the interest of international States of America, Mr. Eisenhower.
co-operation and peace; it also stems from the fact that 108. In. addressing this tenth session of the United
the fourteen sponsoring States, having closer affinities Nations General Assembly on behalf of the Argentine
with the peoples of North Africa, are in a better position Republic, let me say at once that the people of my coun-
than others to kpow and unde~s~nd the real. feeling try are most gratified at the emergence of a new spirit
of the peoples of Morocco, Tumsla and Algeria, their of hannony and understanding in international relations.
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to refer to the position it has always upheld on one
particular point,and which was most clearly expressed
at the Tenth Inter-American Conference held in
Caracas in 1954. At that Conference it was stated that
the peoples of America were determined to eliminate
colonialism completely, as, well as the occupation of
American· territories by non-American Powers. Argen
tina's position on this point applies also to the American'
Antarctic territories which, as a result of scientific and
technical advances, have now become regions of special
importance. In this matter, the Argentine Republic
confidently relies. on ,the principles of international
justice and law which govern political coexistence and,
respect for territorial integrity. '

115. The proposal for the inclusion of certain items in
the agenda of thi's Assembly has, given rise to heated
debate, and it has .even been suggested that a generous
policy with regard to the inclusion of items put.forward
by Members might jeopardize the very existence of
the United N~ions.

116. In the controversial cases of Cyprus and Algeria,
the Argentine. Republic voted in favour of their inclu
sion in. the Assembly's agenda. I shall not at this point
elaborate on the legal interpretation of the text of the
Charter on which our vote is .based; but I feel it
desirable to make certain points vvhich I think. are
important ill clarifying the stand taken by Argentina
during the discussions which have taken place.

117. In· the first place, I should like to say that, when
the alternative is put, whether it is advisable for certain
matters to be discussed publicly here in the Assembly,
or whether it would be preferable to try to 'settle them
ina more discreet way through ordinary diplomacy, my
delegation is decidedly in favour of the former course.
For surely the aim of the United Nations is precisely to
establish 'better understanding and closer relations
between peoples, and one of the best ways of achieving
this is to bring them together here, so that they can
work in concert for the solution of problems which may
affect their future and the maintenance of international
peace and security. - Senator Vandenbergput it in a
nutshell when, in his nOw famous phrase, he called· the
United Nations "the town meeting of the world". This
idea, would seem to imply. a form of public diplomacy
contrasting with the secret diplomacy which has been
the rule hitherto. '

118. If anything weakens the Organization, it is just
this - the removal from its cognizance of· problems
which can be discussed under the terms of the Charter
itself. It was for this that,we created the United Nations
and hence we must firmly oppose any restriction of its
competence. Otherwise, we might sap the vitality of the
United Nations, on even deal it a death blow. But again
I must emphasize that any 'Such discussion must be
conducted on the ~asis of good faith on either side,
which implies understanding and friendliness on the
part of States. Weshould all be ready to seek the best
solution - within the realms of possibility - for each
case that arises, 'Since diplomacy .is, so to speak, the
science of facts and the art of the possible.

119. My country advocates an equally liberal policy
in regard to the admission of new Members to the
United Nations, on the grounds that the broad and
unrestricted application of Article 4 of the Charter
cannot fail to be helpful in achieving the aims of the
Charter.

General All8Dhb'- Tenth Se8doD-PleDal7 .MeednlS112
The .pessimism with which we forme1y .watched the
course of these relations is now happily being dissipated
by events such as the Geneva and'Bandung Conferences,
which we hope mark the beginning of a new era in
international affairs. I sincerely trust that now ,the world
will find the road to peace, all private and local interests
being subordinated to the cause of universal under
standing. My Government is ready to do all in its
power to contribute to this end.
109. Perhaps at this point. I may be allowed to make
.a digression which I think will answer 'some of the
questions which have understandably exercised public
opinion in the countries represented here. I wish to
speak about the political situation in Argentina.
110. Although history has already given its sanction
to .the principles governing our international policy, it
is fitting that I should restate them before this Assem
bly, to show that the fundamenta.land permanent policy
of my country remains unchanged, and has indeed taken
on an even,more liberal and generous character at· this,
time, when our feet are once more firmly set on the
path of law, justice and human freedom. The people of
Argentina have shown that they are able to risk their

'lives rather than live without honour and freedom.
111. The provisional Government of General Lonardi
guarantees respect for the human person,. freedom and
the rule of law, in accordance with· the tr~e feelings of
the Argentine people. It therefore declared, clearly and
emphatically, from the very outset, that the Argentine
nation would scrupulously fulfil all its international
commitments, that it would promote friendly relations
with all countries throughout the world, especially with
its sister nations of the American continent, and that
,it offered i'ts unconditional support. to all peoples ranged
in defence of the principles of liberty, wh}l:h are the
heritage of our Western world, without excluding those
who are 'struggling to maintain similar principles any
where else in the world. One of the corollaries of these

,principles is that liberty, that noble ideal which we
never abandoned, implies an effective guarantee of the
rights which make its exercise possible, among them
freedom of religion, freedom of the Press"and' freedom
of association and assembly.
112. I claim for my country the unqualified confidence
of all free peoples on the grounds of its clear record of
honourable conduct, of the respect for law which has
been an invariable feature of Argentina's foreign policy
from the very beginnings of our nation, and of the com
plete good faith in international dealings which has
always been characteristic of my country, so much so
that Argentina is now without question the champion
of every noble cause throughout the world.
113. The Argentine Government, with the genuine and
sovereign support of the people, is at pains to re-establish
this international confidence; and our past history,
known the world over, gives us the right to give this
assurance in this world forum, in the confident know
ledge of the respect we have earned by our unsullied
international conduct, from which we have never
wavered, in defence of fundamental human rights. This
confidence has been generously confirmed by the spon
taneous manner in which practically every nation of the
world has recognized oUr new Government, which faith
fully reflects the traditions characterizing and inspiring
the Argentine nation.
114. Before stating its views on the various items on
the agenda for this session, my delegation would like
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120. I~ this connexion,' I ,should Hk~ to' refer to a'
case which, for reasons both of history and sentiment,
is of special concern to Argentina. While in principle
we endorse the support given by the USSR to sixteen
States whic~, have not yet been admitted. to the Unite~
Nations, we ask you to consider how Incongruous It
would be for the Security Council not to recommend the
admission of a nation like Spain, the motherland of
America, the history of whose civilization has been

'. ;,"marked by. t~e most a~mirabl~ achievemen~s in t~e
'fields of rehglon,art, SClence, dIscovery, .and Indeed· 10

every important field of h~an e~deavour.. If ~he ?nly
qualification for membershIp of thIS Orgamzatlon IS to
be peace-loving, I am sure that no Power would ven~ure

to use its veto. against Spain, the cradle of an ancIent
culture of which we todavare the direct heirs.
121. My country regards the question of reduction of
armaments as a matter of vital importance to all man
kind. If the vast sums now being spent on armaments
by the great Powers eould be used. for economic and
social development programmes, It would mea~ a
substantial contribution to the well-being of mank1Od.
For this reason, I should like here and now to pledge
our agreement to any constructive 'programme to this
end, and I- sincerely hope that th~ di~c~ssions now
taking place in the Disarmament CommIssIon, as well
as those to be held at Geneva, will make it possible for
this Assembly to achieve tangible results.
122. With regard. to the peaceful uses of .atomic
energy, I should like to convey the congr~tulat1on~ of
the Argentine. Government on the recent UnIted N~tl.ons

Conference on that subject convened on the ~mted

States Government's initiative, and on the admIrable
way· in which .the Confere~ce wa~ organized by ~he
Secretary-General of the Umted NatIons. The Argent1~e
Government is most·anxious tha~.'. lin. the near future thIS
stupendous source of energy ~hQ~ld be placed 0':lce a:nd

,for all at the service of humamty'lnstead of hanging bke
the sword of Damocles over the very prospect of human
survival.
.l23~ These ten years during which the United Nations
has been in existence, while they have been marked by
slow but sure progress towards international stability,
have undoubtedly revealed defects, some imp,?rtant, ,
others insignificant, in the structure and. functlOn1Og
of our' Organization. The Argentine Gov~rn~ent
realizes that this is quite natural in any constItutIonal
body and therefore feels that an effort should be made
to adapt the Organization to the new ~laims of a w,?rld
which has undergone marked change m the short tIme
since the San Francisco Conf~rence was held. But as
with any constitutional revision, we must await the
opportune moment and the circumstances. in which
modifications will be acceptable and approprIate.
124. Meanwhile, it may not .come amiss to recall what
Mr. MacMillan, United Kingdom Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs, said [529111, meeting] with reference
to the Geneva Conference, that the same words are
often used to mean different things.We would add that
what matters is that we should rco.ach agreement, not
on the letter of the texts which govern our action, but
on the spirit underlying those texts.
125. At the same time, whether these ideas are shared
by the majority or not, it is clear that the Charter can
and should be thoroughly studied in the ~tmost detail
with a view to perfecting it as much as poSSIble. Perhaps
we should add tl1at any revision of the Charter must.of
course keep strictIy irttact the great fundamental prJn-

ciples set forth inthepreamblefol", as"Grotius ~. wen
put it, fidelity to its word is the basic principle. not .o~ly
of each individual. State, but of the great commumty
of nations as a whole.
126. It is more or less unanimously agreed that the
world economy during the last few years, in spite of
its ups. and downs, ha~. o~~he whole •d.eveloped
favourably. At the. same tIme, It IS also recogrt~ed that
this development has not been homogeneous.
127. The most striking and significant features of the
upswing are to be foundDJainly in the industria~ly l'I1ore
highly developed countrIes. of No~thAmerlca.apd
Western Europe. In contrast, whIle the countries
belonging to the less developed regions throu~hou~ the
world where the bulk of the. world's populatIon IS to
be fo~nd, have also made notable progress, their· rate
of progress has been far slower, so that there i~ an ~v~r
widening gap between the volume of economIC activity
in the'more highly developed countries· and in the less
developed countries. This .has aggravated instead of
relieving the lack of balance in the international eeo..
nomic structure. '
128. Without going more deeply into past history~

we feel that at the present time we are faced with anew
problem. which strikes us as highly important. In our
view .it . is essential to the expansion of the world
econ~my that ·its structural deficiencies should be
remedied and its .foundations strengthened so as to
ensure aBound dynamic.balance.
129. Th(~ Argentine' Republic has developed its eco
nomy ess\entially on the basis of. its own efforts and
resources. Today more than ever, therefore, we feel we
must stress the fundamental· responsibility of each coun..
try for its own economic development.
130. We feel, too, that countries which are in the
process of development must give adequate, palpable
evidence of their ability and willingness to promote that
development, and make every effort to use a11 their
productive re.sources in .the most efficie~tmanner pos
sible. 'There IS no denymg that economIc development
implies' certain prerequisites,. without which no .ef!'!rt
can bear fruit, namely, a clear sense ofresponslblbty
and a complete willingness to work on the part of every
citizen. At the same time, there must be an honest and
efficient public administration. .
131. Even where those conditions are fulfilled, of
course, the underdeveloped countries will still have to
rely to a considerable· ~xtent· on the internat~onal c~

operation of the more. highly developed countrIes,. the~r
initiative and their understanding. If the countrIes In
process of development had t.o rely solely on their own
resources then, at best, theIr advance would. be too
slow to ensure the attainment ofa reasonably even
balance. The recent easing of international tension opens
up vast possibilities and. raises great hopes for. inter
national co-operation in the field of economic progress.
132. In our view, the United N"ations should assume
the paramount ~esponsibility for pro~ot~ng an inter
national economIc system based on Justice. We also
believe that there can be no healthy international. eco
nomy until the national economies have first achieved
a sufficiently sound basis. For this reason, we feel that
the problems of international trade d~serve t~e 11tmOst
attention from the organs of the United Nations.
133. .For the past ten years, we have been witnessinJ
a series of attempts to re-establish a system of multi
lateral trade and to promote its expartsion ill a~
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138. The question of the international financing .of
economic development programmes is also a matter of
great moment. Ever since the International B~nk for
Reconstruction and Development was established, there
has been evidence of great· progress in the granting of
international credits. During the last few years, there
has been a very healthy trend towards promoting the
movement of private capital for financing economic
development.· Any increase in this trend will depend.
upon the joint efforts made by the capital-investing
countries and the countries which need capital for their
development. We are confident that regular co-opera:tion
and .mutual understanding will further accentuate this
healthy trend.
139. \Vithout pretending to lay down a universal rule,
the Argentine Government afflrms its belief and its
confidence in private enterprise as the most effective
factor in economic development and social progress.
Consequently, no effort should be spared to erlsure that
international economic co-operation is directed in
accordance with these principles.
140. With regard to the noteworthy prog1:ess made in
the studies carried out by the United Nations, the
Argentine Republic would like to expr(~SS its appre
ciation of the benefits they have brought, especially in
the economic, legal and social fields. These achieve
ments have a direct influence on intellectttal circles in
the various countries, which have grown to seek their
inspiration in the general trends revealed by the brilliant
teams of experts working for the United Nations.
141. Human rights, as now being crystallized in
practical schemes, declarations and enHghtened debates,
embody true ideals which it is hoped will be applied ir4
every country. These rights were I'eco!~nized in the
Argentine Republic from the very dawn of our national
life:

142. I should like also to· refer to the importance
attached by the Argentine delegation to the reorganiza
tion of the Secretariat and the econ()mi~:s which have
been effected, and to point out the nc~cessity for a
realistic and discerning policy, so ns tlO ensure. that
objectives which we regard as vital 1:0 the purposes of
the United Nations are not je6pardij~ed.

143. The delegation of the Argentine Republic would
like once again, with the help of Divine Providence, to
pledge its e~thusiastic co-operatiol'l! in the cause of
maintaining peace, perfecting the international ')'/.Item
and promoting the advancement of peoples and of the
human person; and to express its sincerest wishes for
the success of the work of this tenth session of the
General Assembly, which opens in such auspicious
circumstances.

The meeting rose at 12.40 p.m.
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manner. The problems still outstanding are extra
ordinarily complex, and the. attempts made so far to
arrive ata solution of some sort have either failed or
have yielded meagre results. Of all the schemes put
forward within the United Nations since the war, per
haps the most signal failure in the field of trade has
been.. that of the Havana Charter, which in its turn
largely inspired the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT). .
134. We attribute the failure. of the Havana Charter
and the difficulties encountered by GATT to the fact
that, in the world today, the necessary conditions are
not forthcoming to enable an international organization
to impose contractual obligations which ensure the
elasticity vital to the trade policy of individualcoun
tries. This is especially clear if we bear in mind the
great variety of ways in which the various States depend
on international trade. for their stability and economic
development. But at the same time it is not right that,
in such a vital matter as this, the instrument should be
lacking which would make it possible to take a com
prehensive view of trade problems and to discuss the
best way of directing the efforts of each country for
the .benefit of all.
135. Hence the Argentine Government considers it
essential that within th~ United Nations there should
be adequate organs and)machinery for thorough discus
sion and analysis of i;he tendencies of international trade,
and for the study of the most suitable ways and means
of finding solutions for the benefit of all.
136. The same applies to the question of basic commo
dities. In international trade, the trade in basic commo
dities is a definitely critical sector, first of all because
of its importance, and secondly owing to the fluctuations
attending it, which affect not only the producing coun'~

tries vitally dependent upon such trade, but in a very
sedous way the industrial countries which in general
are large-scale importers of basic commodities. For this
reason, we attach great importance to the current inter
national action to study this problem, especially in the
United Nations Commission on International Commo
dity Trade, and in the appropriate organs~of the Food
and Agriculture Organization.
137. Without prejudice to the over-all study of inter·.
national· trade, we· attach great importance to the study
of regional trade problems. The important part played
by trade in the recovery of Western European economy
is no indication that Europe's experience should weigh
heavily in the study of the problems of other regions,
particularly those of Latin America. Hence we regard
as highly important the studies carried out at the
:Meeting of Ministers of Finance or Economy of the
American States held at Rio de Janeiro in November
1954 and, secondly, by the Economic Commission for
Latin America.
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